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A Note to 
the Reader

Th is book is written in a new language. Every word means precisely 
what it says. Th e tools of communication revealed herein are also 
used in its writing. You may spot many of these on your fi rst read 
through, although they will probably be most visible, most clearly 
heard, and most easily picked out on a subsequent reading.
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Foreword

Jim Hightower

If Jeff erson, Madison, Adams, and the boys—the founding fa-
thers—could see what today’s leaders have done with their his-
toric handiwork, they’d be scratching their white powered wigs in 
befuddlement.

How, they’d ask, did America go from “life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness” to torture, repression of dissent, and pursuit 
of empire? How did “promote the general welfare” get twisted into 
tax giveaways for the superrich while millions of children are left  
with no health coverage? How did “We the people” become they 
the corporations?

Past leaders who tapped into America’s enormous potential 
for economic fairness, social justice, and opportunity for all have 
been supplanted by a new breed of cynical manipulators who 
trade in fear: color-coded fear of foreign madmen; fear of losing 
your job, home, and health insurance; fear of fear; fear of a Black 
preacher, for Godssake!

What happened? Th e fearmongers—striving to impose both 
a right-wing and a corporate agenda—learned the importance 
in our culture of telling a story. Underlying their story is a scary 
worldview teaching that people—that is, “others,” “strangers,” 
“them”—are evil at heart and should be treated with suspicion. 
Forget “ Love thy neighbor.” Keep your eyes on that SOB! Also 
central to their story is the pernicious notion that, far from all of 
us being in this together, each of us is on our own, and everybody 
must grab as much as they can, as fast as they can.

So these plutocrats, autocrats, theocrats, and kleptocrats 
spun Horatio Alger tales that glorifi ed barons of commerce and 
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the rise of dot-com billionaires; their newspapers and television 
stations extolled the privatization of all things public; laissez-faire 
ideologues were lionized, while unionists and environmentalists 
were trivialized; they wallowed piously in stories of “family values,” 
even as they proselytized against getting involved in “socialistic” 
concerns for the larger human family; and they painted images of 
foreign enemies wielding weapons of mass destruction, as well as 
bamboozling us with fantasies for neer-do-wells here at home who 
are out to take our property and livelihoods.

Th e Powers Th at Be and their Republican enablers are still 
churning out meticulously-constructed, focus-group-tested mes-
sages that perpetuate fear and aim to make us think that what they 
want is what we want.

So, where are the Democrats? Where is the liberating, unit-
ing, energizing, progressive story of America, the storyline on 
which our great country was founded, the ongoing democratic 
message that leads us toward a just and hope-fi lled future?

Too oft en, our story is buried in talking points, a deluge of 
facts, and a plethora of platform planks. A great grassroots vision-
ary and friend of mine, Van Jones, heads the Ella Baker Center 
for Human Rights in Oakland, California. Encouraging liberals 
to reach out to people with more than statistics and power-point 
presentations, Van notes that Martin Luther King Jr. did not say: 
“I have a … position paper.”

No, Rev. King had a dream, and he painted it beautifully, 
memorably for us in words.

Enter Th om Hartmann—a radio talkshow host, journalist, 
psychotherapist, and communications expert who has thought a 
lot and learned a lot about talking to regular folks—that is, the hoi 
polloi, the rank and fi le … you and me.

On his daily Air America radio broadcast, Th om makes a 
point of inviting “Th e Enemy” onto his show, both as guests and 
as callers. He has learned their spin, cracked their code, and he has 
brought us this book to explain how we can do the same.
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Keep in mind, this book is not about pointing fi ngers. Aft er 
all, as Th om says, “we’re all just human here,” and everyone votes 
with the intention of building a society in which their children can 
grow up safe, healthy, and happy. Th e problem is that the people 
at the top—the puppeteers of Corporate America and the Repub-
lican party—manipulate the truth to advance their repressive, 
avaricious, anti-democratic agendas.

Th rough radio transcripts and historical examples that span 
back to the 1600s, Th om exposes the inner mechanisms of conser-
vative storytelling and explains exactly how Republicans try to use 
fear to trump home. Th om dissects a handful of recent campaigns, 
including the Republican Party’s casting of John Kerry a “fl ip-fl op-
per” in the 2004 presidential election, and—more devastatingly—
Bush’s manipulation of 9/11 to justify an invasion of Iraq (which, 
Th om points out, is no longer a war but an occupation).

If We the People are to reclaim the power that corporations 
and right-wing governments have long usurped, it’s time to take 
action. Our politicians can’t save us, no matter how persuasive an 
orator or how experienced a decision-maker sits in the Oval Of-
fi ce. Th e burden lies on every individual to absorb the lessons of 
Th om’s book and spread the liberal story far and wide.

Cracking the Code is more than a book about politics, more 
than a book about communication. It’s a book about all the ways 
you and I can connect with each other to build a better society 
based on the values of our nation’s founders. We have the abil-
ity and responsibility to take Th om’s belief to heart—that how 
we communicate dictates how we live, which in turn shapes our 
world—and act. Reading this book is the fi rst crucial step in that 
direction.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Talking the Talk
Communication leads to community, that is, to 
understanding, intimacy, and mutual valuing.

Rollo May —

My wife, Louise, and I live atop 30 feet of water, 100 feet from 
shore, in a houseboat on a river in Portland, Oregon. One day I 
stepped out our back door onto the fl oating deck that serves as 
our backyard and found myself confronting a very upset Canada 
goose. He bobbed his head up and down, lift ed his wings to make 
his body look larger and more intimidating, and ran straight at 
me, hissing and trying to nip at me.

Observing this behavior my comedian friend Swami Beyond-
ananda (Steve Bhaerman), who was visiting us that week, named 
the bird Goosalini.

I had no idea why this psycho goose was attacking, but there 
was no mistaking what Goosalini was trying to communicate: Stay 
inside that house and don’t come out! I got the message, but I didn’t 
stay inside. Instead, every time I went out to water the plants on 
my deck, I brought a broom with me to fi ght off  Goosalini.

I found out what was going on a week later, when I learned 
from my neighbor that a female goose had settled on her back 
deck, just a few feet from our own, and was sitting on a nest. I real-
ized that Goosalini must have been the proud papa, protecting his 
territory, and I stopped swatting at him with my broom.

Goosalini has a lot to tell us about communicative strategies. 
Even though he was just doing what a gander does when he wants 
a predator to leave—draw attention to himself and away from his 
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mate, attack fi rst and ask questions later—he was able to commu-
nicate the “go away” part of his message to me pretty well. We all 
communicate all the time, even when we don’t give much thought 
to what we are saying or how we are saying it.

Because Goosalini was unable to use what we would call ra-
tional powers of persuasion, he communicated by going straight 
for the more primitive parts of my brain—the parts we shared as 
human and goose, the center of our gut feelings. Th e fi rst time 
Goosalini attacked, I backed off  because he was successful in com-
municating an intent to harm me, which caused me to feel fear, 
that most primal and visceral of human emotions.

Th e fi rst key to unlocking the communication code is to un-
derstand that when we communicate, feeling comes fi rst. Emotions 
will always trump intellect, at least in the short term.

Th is emotive form of communication, however, ultimately 
didn’t get Goosalini the response he wanted. On its own the attack 
wasn’t very persuasive. Instead of shooing me away, Goosalini got 
me angry.

Eff ective communicators know how to get the response they 
want because they understand how to tailor a message to the 
person who’s listening. Th ey know the second key to unlocking 
the communication code: the meaning of a communication is the 
response you get.

Because Goosalini couldn’t tell me his story, I had to imagine 
his story for myself. Th e fi rst story I came up with was that he was 
simply a psycho goose, trying to hurt me for no reason I could 
understand. Th e second story that I came up with—aft er talking 
to my neighbor—was a story of a dad protecting his soon-to-be-
hatched goslings. Both stories accurately described what was hap-
pening, but the stories led to very diff erent endings. Th e psycho 
goose made me angry; the dad goose made me feel protective of 
Goosalini himself.

In this book I call such stories “maps,” and the world the stories 
describe as “the territory.” Th e third key to unlocking the commu-
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nication code is: the map is not the territory. Each story captures 
a diff erent piece of reality; no one story captures all of it. Th e key 
to eff ective communication is to fi nd the best story to use to convey 
your understanding of the world to the greatest number of people.

In politics we tell each other stories all the time. If you think 
about it, politics is really nothing more than a set of stories.

Th e United States of America began as a story that the 
Founders and the Framers told about a society that could live in 
harmony around the principles of life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness. Th is country was held together aft er the Great Depres-
sion and through a war by a story told by Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
which he called the New Deal.

Ronald Reagan told a very diff erent story—one we are still 
in—that he called the “free market” story. In Reagan’s story our 
corporate CEOs should run our society instead of our elected rep-
resentatives because, as Reagan pointed out (and believed), “Th e 
best minds are not in government. If any were, business would 
hire them away.”

Most of the stories we hear in the media today are scary. We 
are told to be afraid because the world is a bad place and people 
are untrustworthy. Every goose is a Goosalini—without under-
standing why.

Th ese scary stories are profi table to our infotainment indus-
try and to the politicians who are typically allied with the barons 
of the infotainment industry.

Th ere is a diff erent story, however, in which every Goosa-
lini is a proud papa. It is a story of a world that is interconnected 
and of people who are fundamentally good. Th is is the traditional 
American liberal story, which has been told and understood since 
the fi rst telling of it during the Enlightenment by thinkers like Jean 
Jacques Rousseau, John Locke, and Th omas Jeff erson. It’s the story 
that reaches directly back to the founding of this country.

My aim with this book is to give you the tools to tell the 
liberal story—and tell it well. I will show you how the process of 
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communication is coded—actually hardwired into our brains—and 
help you crack that code to become a brilliant communicator.

First, though, there are a few concepts it’s important to 
master.

Everybody wants the best outcomes, and their behavior refl ects 
the best tools they have to achieve those outcomes.

Another way of saying this is that people always make what 
they think are the best choices given the circumstances and the 
tools they have. All behavior has, at its root, the goal of a positive 
outcome.

As a practical statement, this means that conservatives and 
liberals are both working toward the best world possible.

In 2007 I broadcast my radio program live from the Con-
servative Political Action Conference in Washington, D.C. Th ree 
hours a day for four days, I had one conservative aft er another 
on my show, debating the issues of the day with me. As I was the 
only liberal in a hotel fi lled with more than 4,000 conservatives, 
most felt pretty comfortable, and we were oft en able to meet on a 
human-to-human level.

One particularly poignant moment came aft er I’d debated 
health care with a prominent conservative ideologue, who hon-
estly and strongly believed that if there were absolutely no gov-
ernment interference in the “private marketplace of health care” 
whatsoever—no Food and Drug Administration (FDA); no pure-
drug laws; no regulation of hospitals, doctors, or HMOs; no Medi-
care or Medicaid—all the “imbalances” in the system would be 
removed and everybody would end up with access to health care. 
Our debate was spirited, fast paced, and at times loud. Listeners 
may have even thought he was occasionally angry with me.

When we were fi nished and the radio network had gone to 
the news at the top of the hour and the microphones were turned 
off , he leaned across the table and said to me, in a soft  and friendly 
voice, as if he didn’t want his fellows around to hear: “You know, 
Th om, you and I want the same things. We both want our children 
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to live in a world at peace. We both want everybody to be healthy 
and to be cared for when they’re sick. We both want to eliminate 
hunger and poverty in the world. We both want a clean environ-
ment, security in old age, and protections from the unexpected 
dangers of life.”

He took a breath, straightened up a bit, and added: “We just 
diff er on how best to achieve those goals. I think the free mar-
ket will make it all happen if we restrict government to its core 
function of armies and police. You think these social goals can 
be achieved with the help of government. But we’re both good 
people who love our families and just want the best. We diff er on 
the means, not the ends.”

He was so right.
Of course, there is the occasional sociopath among us (Dick 

Cheney comes to mind), but I’d argue that they’re the exception 
that proves the rule. At our core we’re all essentially interested in 
the same outcomes.

And we can begin to persuade others of our point of view 
only when we respect and understand theirs. Th is establishes the 
rapport that makes communication possible.

Well-formed outcomes are desirable.
If we’re going to set out to change another person’s behavior by 
changing their mind about something, we want the outcome of 
that new behavior to be useful to both them, us, and everything 
and everybody else involved. In its largest sense, this is a form of 
ecology check. In the most direct sense, what this means is that we’re 
trying to achieve what’s referred to in psychology as a “well-formed 
outcome.” It works. It’s sustainable. It accomplishes a new goal.

We add tools but never take away tools.
One of the essentials to ensuring a well-formed outcome is to be 
continually expanding—rather than contracting—the sphere and 
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